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Avast there, me hearties! This new

binding  of  the   1934  printing  of  "Light-
ship" - a real sea-faring book, is now for
sale in the Keeper's Library. Over the
years it received glowing reviews from
the NY Times, Saturday Review, Esquire COLOR PHOTOS
and other magazines.    Lighthouses of many of your

The stories are presented as a string of FAVORITE LIGHTHOUSES
vignettes, weaving about from the inner

41.     ..'ilives of the nine men who crew the of the Framed, Matted, or Loose Photos

lightship into events they shared at sea Also Custom Color Prints

and their adventures on shore. As a -„1-: From Your 35mm Negatives

long-time sailor, one who experienced a                      % Apos les Write or call (machine may answer)
six-year time of liveaboard sailing, this

.
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for Lighthouse List,
Prices, and Services.reviewer found the setting, events and <....

language of the book's characters to BOB & SANDRA
accurately tell what it was like to live a SHANKLIN
seaman's life during the 1920's and '30's. 517 Thomhill Rd.
This brawling tale encompasses sailors, Fort Walton Beach, FL 32548

seamanship and shipwrecks; shore leave, (904) 8624069

sinning and being shanghaied - written ('We constantly  add more photos to our collection.)

the way books were, almost sixty years
ago, when sex was romance and the worst
word one could read was "S-0-B."

This is a great book to relax with dur-
ing quiet evenings or on a vacation. You
can really "sink your teeth into it" and
be caught up and away with these

ill.
sailors: their advantures, laughter and .EA.A.     '1'-0.       W
sometimes, their tears. While any liter-          ' B *All   Wi# '11<1  1  L-*-''     .....,

ate, sea-loving person over sixteen
would find the book interesting, it will
be particularly enjoyed by any "old salts" VIDEOwho can relate to references of the peri-
od, and who may have been afloat long Lighthouses of the Apostles
enough to appreciate the book as a 30 minutes

metaphor for life. $24.95 +$3.50 postage & handling

Hard cover, 9" x 6", 345 pages. $14.95 800-323-7619
+ SSH.
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